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Abstract: Artificial intelligence offers the potential to automate challenging data-processing

tasks in collider physics. To establish its prospects, we explore to what extent deep learning

with convolutional neural networks can discriminate quark and gluon jets better than ob-

servables designed by physicists. Our approach builds upon the paradigm that a jet can be

treated as an image, with intensity given by the local calorimeter deposits. We supplement

this construction by adding color to the images, with red, green and blue intensities given

by the transverse momentum in charged particles, transverse momentum in neutral particles,

and pixel-level charged particle counts. Overall, the deep networks match or outperform tra-

ditional jet variables. We also find that, while various simulations produce different quark and

gluon jets, the neural networks are surprisingly insensitive to these differences, similar to tra-

ditional observables. This suggests that the networks can extract robust physical information

from imperfect simulations.
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1 Introduction

High energy particle collisions produce an enormous amount of data. For example, the Large

Hadron Collider (LHC) is currently generating petabytes per year. Sorting through all of

this data is a herculean task, but one that should be amenable to processing using modern

developments in data science and artificial intelligence. Neural networks and other approaches

already play a significant role in LHC data processing, particularly at the lowest levels, in the

electronics [1], or in intermediate level tasks such as tagging of bottom quarks [2, 3] or tau

identification [4], and in matching data to non-perturbative physics, such as in fitting parton

distribution functions [5]. They have also been used effectively for distinguishing certain

signals from their known backgrounds [6–9]. For these applications, one generally constructs

a set of physically-motivated but often highly-correlated observables, such as the dijet mass,

or angular distributions of decay products, and the neural network is used to combine them

into a single discriminant. One might imagine, however, that such an approach is limited

by the creativity of physicists who construct the input observables to begin with. Thus,

it is important to determine how well neural networks can do at discriminating two event

samples with minimal physical input. In particular, in this paper we explore whether artificial
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intelligence can do well at the challenging task of distinguishing quark jets from gluon jets

using data in reasonably raw form rather than using carefully constructed observables.

An arguably minimal approach to processing the LHC data is the “jet images” approach

introduced in [10, 11]. The idea behind jet images is to treat the energy deposits in a calorime-

ter as intensities in a 2D image. Then one can apply sophisticated algorithms developed for

image recognition to particle physics. This and related neural network approaches were

used for boosted W boson tagging in [10] and [12], top tagging in [11], heavy-flavor tagging

in [13, 14], and comparing parton shower uncertainties in [15]. In many of these studies the

data was manipulated using some physical insight before being sent into the network. For

example, boosted hadronically-decaying W bosons generally look like large “fat jets” with two

fairly well-defined subjets. Using this insight, in [10], each jet image was rotated to align with

a moment of the fat jet. While some pre-processing is always useful to make the network

training more efficient, we will attempt to avoid any pre-processing motivated by physical

insight into the samples. For example, we allow generic pre-processing, like normalizing the

pixel intensities [16], but avoid steps like looking for subjets that we expect in signal samples

but not in background samples.

One of the most challenging tasks in collider physics is to tell apart jets initiated by light

quarks from those initiated by gluons. This problem has been studied for decades [17–20]

with a fair amount of recent activity [21–23]. Gluon acceptance efficiencies from 20% to

5% are achievable at a 50% quark acceptance working point [24]. The large variation is a

result of assumptions about detector properties (better angular resolution produces better

discrimination) and which simulations are used to approximate the data (e.g. quark and

gluon jets are more distinguishable in Pythia than in Herwig). Some general lessons from [24]

and [25] were that there are essentially two complementary types of observables: shape and

count observables. Shape observables are quantities such as the width or girth of a jet, its

mass, or an energy-correlation function; count observables are quantities such as the number

of charged particles in a jet or the number of distinct calorimeter cells that are triggered. A

recent study [26] explored the discrepancy among the simulations, finding that programs with

more sophisticated parton showers, such as Vincia, tend to perform intermediately between

Herwig and Pythia. In studies with actual data [27], the relevant observables also seemed to

fall somewhere in between Herwig and Pythia, suggesting that the improved parton shower

models may produce more accurate simulations.

From these studies, one may draw a couple of critical observations. First, current sim-

ulations of quark and gluon jet properties are not completely trustworthy. This naturally

suggests that one should use discriminants with a solid theoretical justification, so that one

does not have to rely on the simulations. The set of observables constructed in [24, 25], such as

girth and track count, were all motivated physically and so one expects them to work on data

whether or not the simulations agree with the data. A typical semi-classical theory argument

is that gluon jets should have about twice as much radiation as quark jets (CA/CF = 9/4),

making them wider and with more particles. This Casimir scaling only goes so far, however,

as it does not tell us if track count and girth should be complementary or not. Moreover,
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detector effects and hadronization have an important effect on the jet substructure that is

difficult to approach analytically.

A second observation is that the theory and simulations seem to be improving. For

example, it is already possible to make trustworthy calculations beyond the semi-classical

limit (e.g. in [28] it was shown that soft-drop allows for an unambiguous quark/gluon jet

definition). First-principles calculations of correlations among observables are also being

explored [22]. Thus, it is easy to imagine that the simulations will be trustworthy before

long. Therefore, our approach in this paper will be to pretend that we live in the future,

where the simulations are in fantastic agreement with data. In such an ideal world, are

physically motivated observables still necessary, or can artificial intelligence, through deep

neural networks, truly find an optimal solution to the quark/gluon discrimination problem?

This paper is intended to be readable by an audience with minimal previous exposure to

deep learning. We begin in Section 2 with an introduction to some of the terminology used

in the neural network community and an overview of some of the insights from recent years

that have led to the rapid development of this technology. In Section 3 we discuss our data

simulation and network architecture, including our innovation of adding multiple channels

(“colors”) to the jet images. Section 4 explores the fisher-jet approach, following [10] and its

connection to convolutional filters. The network performance is discussed in Section 5 and

our conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2 Deep Neural Networks

Artificial neural networks (ANNs or NNs) are a powerful tool in machine learning and have

been successfully applied to many problems in fields such as computer vision [16], natural

language processing [29], and physics [30, 31]. Recent comprehensive introductions to neural

networks and deep learning can be found in [32] and [33].

The basic goal of a neural network is to learn a function from a set of fixed-size inputs

to a fixed-size output. The network consists of the input layer, one or more intermediate or

hidden layers consisting of a set of units or nodes, and an output layer. In a feed-forward

neural network, the layers are ordered and each unit of a layer connects to some subset of

the units of previous layers. A layer is dense if each of its units connects to all of the units

in the previous layer. A network is deep if there are several hidden layers. Each connection

between units in adjacent layers has a weight and each unit has a bias.

The value of a unit in a non-input layer is obtained by multiplying the values of its inputs

by the respective weights of their connections, summing these values, and adding the bias.

This sum is then operated on by an activation function. The idea of an activation function is

inspired by biological neurons that fire after a certain threshold is reached. Correspondingly,

these functions were traditionally taken to be smoothed-out step functions, like a sigmoid or

logistic function. One of the insights which allowed the rapid progress in deep learning in

recent years is the observation that training can be easier with different activation functions.
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For example, the sigmoid has a nearly-vanishing gradient for inputs far from zero, which

can lead to saturation, whereby the network becomes insensitive to changes in input unit

values. To avoid this, modern applications in computer vision typically use the rectified

linear unit (ReLU) [34], with ReLU(x) = max{0, x}, for an activation function. ReLUs

are computationally fast to evaluate and avoid saturation since their derivative is 1 for any

positive value of the input.

To learn a function with a neural network, the weights and biases are typically determined

through supervised learning, whereby the network is shown many examples of the input for

which the true value of the function is known. In the case of classification, the network is

shown examples for which the true class is known. A loss function encapsulates the difference

between the network output and the true class. Minimization of the loss function proceeds

by calculating the gradient of the loss function with respect to the weights and biases of the

network using the back-propagation algorithm, and updating these parameters via stochastic

gradient descent. In this way, the network is trained to classify new examples.

It can be proven that even a network with as few as one hidden layer (a shallow network)

can approximate any well-behaved function to arbitrary accuracy if it has sufficiently many

units [35]. Deep networks offer the potential to approach this optimum much more efficiently,

by having more layers with fewer units, than dense, shallow networks [36, 37]. The additional

hidden layers allow the network to identify low level features in the early layers and more

abstract, higher-level features in the later layers.

Until recently, complications such as long training times for large datasets, unit satu-

ration, and overfitting have prevented the effective usage of deep networks. The increasing

availability of computing power, especially specialized graphics processing units (GPUs), has

sped up training times of deep networks. The introduction of new activation functions such

as the ReLU have alleviated saturation issues by avoiding the vanishing gradient problem.

Another problem with in machine learning is overfitting, where a model picks up on overly-fine

details of the training samples and performs poorly on test samples. The term regulariza-

tion refers to methods introduced to avoid overfitting. An effective regularization method for

neural networks is dropout [38], in which a random subset of units are ignored during each

training update in order to avoid over-dependence on any particular part of the network.

Dropout works well to regularize large and complex networks.

Another important development has been the adoption of convolutional neural networks

(CNNs), namely networks which include one or more convolutional layers, as a standard tool

in image recognition problems. A convolutional layer is computed from the previous layer by

convolving with a filter. A filter is an n× n grid of weights. The convolution multiplies this

filter by a patch of the previous layer, sums the values, and adds a bias, and then applies

the activation function. The filter is shifted along the image by a stride length, usually taken

to be 1 unit. For instance starting with a 20 × 20 pixel image, a 5 × 5 filter can be placed

at 16 × 16 locations on the image, so with a stride length of 1 the convolutional layer has

16 × 16 units. Note that the same filter is used for each offset, so only the 5 × 5 weights in

the filter and the bias are independently trained. Typically many different filters connected
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to the same inputs are trained, starting from different initial values (in our application, each

convolutional layer will have 64 filters). Different filters can pick up on different and often

complementary aspects of the image.

Finally, CNNs typically have max-pooling layers. These layers are simply down-samplings,

where each unit takes the the maximum value in m × m patches in a convolutional layer.

Maxpooling reduces the number of parameters, which effectively allows the network to focus

on relevant features. For instance, a 16× 16 unit convolutional layer would be downsampled

by 2 × 2 maxpooling to an 8 × 8 unit layer. This reduced layer is then taken as input into

the next layer of the network.

3 Event Generation and Network Architecture

Previous studies of quark and gluon jet discrimination have found a notable difference among

different simulations [24, 26]. Thus we generated events using both Pythia 8.219 [39] and

Herwig 7.0 [40, 41] using their respective default tunings and shower parameters. We simu-

lated dijet events in pp collisions at
√
s = 13 TeV. The light-quark (u, d, s) initiated jets come

from parton-level hard processes qq → qq, qq̄ → qq̄ or gg → qq; the gluon-initiated jets come

from gg → gg or qq̄ → gg for gluon production. We turned off qg → qg for simplicity. Final

state particles with pseudorapidity |η| < 2.5 were kept and neutrinos were discarded. The

resulting events were then clustered with FastJet [42] using the anti-kT algorithm [43] with a

jet radius of R = 0.4

Four jet-transverse-momentum (pT ) ranges were used: 100−110 GeV, 200−220 GeV,

500−550 GeV, 1000−1100 GeV. The parton-level pT cuts were chosen 20% broader than

these ranges in order to ensure that jet pT distributions were not distorted from distributions

with no parton-level cuts. For each pT range, 100k each of quark/gluon Pythia jets were gen-

erated. For the 200−220 GeV and 1000−1100 GeV ranges, 100k each of quark/gluon Herwig

jets were generated for a comparison of different MCs. The four pT ranges will be referred to

by their lower limits: 100 GeV, 200 GeV, 500 GeV, 1000 GeV. In each set of 100k events, 90k

were used for training and 10k for testing.

For each jet in a given pT range, we constructed a jet image, following [10, 12]. The

images are square arrays in (η, φ)-space with each pixel given by the total pT deposited in the

associated region. The images are used as the input layer to the neural network. It is helpful

to have a center pixel, so we chose odd numbers of grid lengths, e.g. 33 × 33 pixels. For a

jet radius R, the image has size 2R × 2R. In this paper we used R = 0.4, which for 33× 33

pixels corresponds to a ∆η = ∆φ = 0.024. The discretization into ∆η ×∆φ = 0.024× 0.024

pixels also acts as a kind of coarse-graining often used as a primitive detector simuilator (e.g.

see [44]). We follow [12] in using transverse momentum as our pixel intensity rather than the

energy due to the invariance of the transverse momentum under longitudinal boosts.

The approach taken in this paper regards the input values as exact, neglecting issues

related to measurement uncertainty. Unlike in typical computer vision applications, the

inputs to neural networks in physics applications have uncertainties associated with them.
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Neural networks are capable of sensible error propagation when supplied with input values

with errors. One approach taken by the NNPDF collaboration [45] is to sample several

“replicated” datasets from the distribution determined by the measured data with errors and

to train a separate network on each of them. Then the uncertainty of a prediction on a new

data point can be determined from the distribution of model outputs on that data point.

3.1 Pre-processing

The following series of data-motivated pre-processing steps were applied to the jet images:

1. Center: Center the jet image by translating in (η, φ) so that the total pT -weighted

centroid pixel is at (η, φ) = (0, 0). This operation corresponds to rotating and boosting

along the beam direction to center the jet.

2. Crop: Crop to a 33 × 33 pixel region centered at (η, φ) = (0, 0), which captures the

region with η, φ ∈ (−R,R) for R = 0.4.

3. Normalize: Scale the pixel intensities such that
∑

ij Iij = 1 in the image, where i and

j index over the pixels.

4. Zero-center: Subtract the mean µij of the normalized training images from each image,

transforming each pixel intensity as Iij → Iij − µij .

5. Standardize: Divide each pixel value by the standard deviation σij of that pixel value

in the normalized training dataset, Iij → Iij/(σij + r). A value of r = 10−5 was used

to suppress noise.

Steps 4 and 5 are additional pre-processing steps, not used in [12]. These new steps are

often used in machine learning applications. We apply them here to put all the input pixels

on an equal footing and allow the algorithm to more efficiently learn features to discriminate

between classes. An improvement in performance was found after performing these additional

pre-processing steps. Figure 1 shows the average centered jet images for quark jets and gluon

jets before and after these two new pre-processing steps.

In addition, we implemented another useful pre-processeing step, called data augmenta-

tion [46]: for each jet image, its three reflections about the horizontal and/or vertical axes as

well as its four translations vertically or horizontally by 1 pixel were added to the dataset.

These transformations enforce the discrete symmetries of the configuration and make the

model robust to possible centering issues. Though our samples were not statistics limited

(generating more events is relatively cheap), such an approach may be helpful in circum-

stances where one cannot generate more samples (e.g. with real data or with full simulation).

It also helps the network to learn invariance under certain symmetries. An additional possi-

ble data augmentation would be to include additional soft particles. These could represent

uncertainties in underlying event modeling or pileup and would make the model more robust

to noise. We did not explore this additional augmentation step in this work.
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Figure 1: The average jet images for 200 GeV Pythia gluon jets (top) and quark jets

(bottom) shown after normalization (left) and after the zero-centering and standardization

(right). Different linear color scales are used to highlight the important features of each step.

On the left the quark jets have more intensity in the five core pixels whereas the gluon jets are

wider. On the right, the standardization procedure illustrates that quark jets are narrower

and emphasizes the softer outer radiation.

3.2 Network architecture

The deep convolutional network architecture used in this study consisted of three iterations

of a convolutional layer with a ReLU activation and a maxpooling layer, all followed by

a dense layer with a ReLU activation. To predict a binary classification between quarks

and gluons, an output layer of two units with softmax activation is fully connected to the

final dense hidden layer. An illustration of the architecture used is shown in Figure 2. The

dropout rate was taken to be 0.25 after the first convolutional layer and 0.5 for the remaining

layers, with spatial dropout (drop entires feature maps) used in the convolutional layers. Each

convolutional layer consisted of 64 filters, with filter sizes of 8×8, 4×4, and 4×4, respectively.
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Figure 2: An illustration of the deep convolutional neural network architecture. The first

layer is the input jet image, followed by three convolutional layers, a dense layer and an

output layer.

The maxpooling layers performed a 2×2 down-sampling with a stride length of 2. The dense

layer consisted of 128 units.

All neural network architecture training was performed with the Python deep learning

libraries Keras [47] and Theano [48] on NVidia Tesla K40 and K80 GPUs using the NVidia

CUDA platform. The data consisted of the 100k jet images per pT -bin, partitioned into 90k

training images and 10k test images. An additional 10% of the training images are randomly

withheld as validation data during training of the model for the purposes of hyperparameter

optimization. He-uniform initialization [49] was used to initialize the model weights. The

network was trained using the Adam algorithm [50] using categorical cross-entropy as a loss
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function with a batch size of 128 over 50 epochs and an early-stopping patience of 2 to 5

epochs.

Only moderate optimization of the network architecture and minimal hyperparameter-

tuning were performed in this study. This optimization included exploration of different

optimizers (Adam, Adadelta, RMSprop), filter sizes, number of filters, activation functions

(ReLU, tanh), and regularization (dropout, L2-regularization), though this exploration was

not exhaustive. Further systematic exploration of the space of architectures and hyperpa-

rameter values, such as with Bayesian optimization using Spearmint [51], might increase the

performance of the deep neural network.

3.3 Jet images in color

All implementations of the jet images machine learning approach that we know of take as

the input image a grid where the input layer contains the pre-processed energy or transverse

momentum in a particular angular region. This can be thought of as a grayscale image, with

only intensity in each pixel and all color information discarded. In computer vision one can

do better by training on color images, with red, green and blue intensities treated as separate

input layers, also known as channels. Thus, it is natural to try to apply some methods for

processing color to physics applications.

For particle physics, there are many ways the calorimeter deposits can be partitioned.

One could try to identify the actual particles: have one channel for protons, one for neutrons,

one for electrons, one for π+ particles, one for KL’s, etc. Although it is not yet possible to

completely separate every type of metastable particle, advances in experimental techniques,

such as particle flow [52], indicate that this may not be too unrealistic. However, it is also

not clear that having 15 color channels would help and training with so many input channels

would be much slower. There are many options for a smaller set of channels. For example,

one could consider one channel for hadrons and one for leptons, or channels for positively

charged, neutral and negatively charged particles. To be concrete, in this study we take three

input channels:

red = transverse momenta of charged particles

green = the transverse momenta of neutral particles

blue = charged particle multiplicity

Each of these observables is evaluated on each image pixel. All channels of the image undergo

the following pre-processing: the images are normalized such that the sum of the red and

green channels is one; the zero centering and standardization are done for each pixel in each

channel according to I
(k)
ij → (I

(k)
ij − µ

(k)
ij )/(σ

(k)
ij + r). Here, I

(k)
ij is the intensity of pixel ij in

channel k of an image, and µ
(k)
ij and σ

(k)
ij are the respective mean and standard deviation of

pixel ij in channel k in the training data.

The network architecture is designed to respect the overlay of the different color images.

That is, every image channel feeds into the same units in the network and the weights from
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each channel are allowed to vary independently. In other words, in the first convolutional

layer instead of using an 8 × 8 filter with 64 weights, we use an 8 × 8 × 3 filter with 192

weights. The number of units in the first layer is the same as with grayscale inputs, and the

rest of the network architecture is the same with or without colored jet image inputs.

4 Fisher jets and a look inside the networks

One potentially useful output of a convolutional neural network (other than the network

itself) is the learned filters. These filters can display features of the image trained at different

levels of resolution. In facial recognition applications, for example, one filter might pick up

on noses, another on eyes, and so on.

If the entire network just had one unit, connected to all the inputs by different weights,

these weights themselves would form an image and the network would act by taking the inner

product of the input image and the weight image. Such a procedure, with an appropriate loss

function, is equivalent to Fisher’s Linear Discriminant (FLD), which was applied to jet images

in [10]. This weight image is the simplest example of a filter, and so we first find the FLD for

our quark/gluon samples using the Python machine learning package scikit-learn [53]. To be

more precise, the FLD method determines a Fisher jet image F that maximizes a separation

by the discriminant D defined on a (grayscale) jet image I by:

D[I] =
∑
ij

FijIij . (4.1)

Without applying the zero-centering and standardization in the pre-processing, regular-

ization must be applied to the FLD as in [10] to prevent overfitting and reduce the sensitivity

of the Fisher jet to the noisy outer bits of the jet images. However, after the full pre-processing

of the jet images, no regularization is necessary to arrive at a sensible Fisher jet. An addi-

tional pre-processing step of a log transformation Iij → log(1 + Iij/r
′) with r′ = 10−3 before

the zero-centering was found to significantly improve the FLD performance, though this log

transformation was not found to be necessary for training the deep neural networks. The

Fisher jet resulting from the FLD analysis with the additional log transformation on 200 GeV

jet images and its pixel-wise product with the average quark and gluon jet images are shown

in Figure 3. The discriminating performance of the FLD is shown and compared to various

jet variables and the deep convolutional network in Table 1 and Figure 5.

The next step up from the FLD is a shallow dense neural network, consisting of one dense

layer and two output sigmoid units. This is a natural generalization of the FLD analysis.

The additional units allow the network to learn more discriminating features. We trained a

single-layer network consisting of a 16 fully-connected units with a ReLU activation, an L2-

regularization parameter of 10−7 on all the weights and bias terms, and a dropout rate of 0.25.

The log transformation is applied to the inputs, as it was found to increase the performance

of shallow networks. The 16 sets of 33 × 33 weights corresponding to the observables that

this model learns are shown in Figure 4. The observables generally fall into two classes:
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Figure 3: (left) The weight vector of Fisher’s linear discriminant shown as a Fisher jet image,

trained on 200 GeV Pythia jets with the additional log transformation step included in the

pre-processing. The average standardized 200 GeV quark jet image (middle) and gluon jet

image (right) shown after being projected with the Fisher jet.

Figure 4: The 16 sets of 33× 33 weights learned by the shallow dense neural network with

16 units on pre-processed 200 GeV Pythia jets. Red and blue indicate positive and negative

intensity, respectively. The images are ordered from smallest to largest by the sum of their

weights. The learned observables fall into two categories: observables sensitive to the large-

scale jet shape and observables sensitive to the pT near the center of the image. The first eight

observables pick up on geometric moments of the jet shape, including an annular structure

in the first image and several left/right asymmetric structures.
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those sensitive to large geometric moments of the jet shape and those that are sensititve to

the transverse momenta close to the core of the jet. The discriminating performance of this

shallow dense network is compared to jet variables and the convolutional network in Table 1.

5 Network performance

A thorough study of physics-motivated jet variables for quark/gluon discrimination was per-

formed in [24], where continuous shape variables such as the jet girth and two-point moment

and discrete variables such as the charged particle multiplicity were considered. To compare

the performance of the neural networks trained on jet images to that of physics-motivated

variables, the following five jet observables were considered:

• Girth:
∑

i p
i
T ri/p

jet
T , where ri =

√
∆φ2i + ∆η2i . The sum is taken over the pixels in the

image to account for the discretization of the detector.

• Charged Particle Multiplicity (CPM): The number of charged final-state particles in

the jet. We did not apply any pixelation or detector simulation to this observable.

• Two-Point Moment [54]:
∑

i

∑
j p

i
T p

j
T r

β
i /(p

jet
T )2, where the value β = 0.2 is used. The

sum is taken over the pixels in the image to account for the discretization of the detector.

• xmax [55]: The highest fraction of the total pT contained in a single pixel.

• N95 [17]: The minimum number of pixels which contain 95% of the total pT of the jet.

The jet variable N95 was introduced (as N90) for quark/gluon discrimination by [17] in

1991, where a framework very similar to jet images was also introduced. In [17], N95 was found

to be a single variable which outperformed neural networks at quark/gluon discrimination at

that time, and we find that it is the physics-motivated observable with the best performance in

several cases. Optimizing over the fraction of the jet pT to consider, N95 performs better than

N90 for the samples considered in this study. Deep convolutional nets notably outperform

this variable, indicating an advantage from the deep learning with jet images approach over

previous uses of neural networks for quark/gluon discrimination.

We measure the discrimination power of an observable by the lowest achievable gluon

acceptance efficiency εg at a given quark acceptance efficiency εq. The performance can be

visualized through a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, which plots 1 − εg as

a function of εq. An alternative visualization is the significance improvement characteristic

(SIC) εq/
√
εg. A SIC curve has the advantage of being closely connected to the improvement

in signal over background discrimination power in a collider physics application, and also

exhibits a nontrivial maximum (at some εq) which gives an unbiased measure of the relative

performance of different discriminants [6].

The ROC and SIC curves of the jet variables and the deep convolutional network on

200 GeV and 1000 GeV Pythia jets are shown in Figure 5. The quark jet classificiation
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Figure 5: (top) ROC and (bottom) SIC curves of the FLD and the deep convolutional

network trained on (left) 200 GeV and (right) 1000 GeV Pythia jet images with and without

color compared to baseline jet observables and a BDT of the five jet observables.

efficiency at 50% quark jet classification efficiency for each of the jet variables and the CNN

are listed in Table 1. To combine the jet variables into more sophisticated discriminants, a

boosted decision tree (BDT) is implemented with scikit-learn. The convolutional network

outperforms the traditional variables and matches or exceeds the performance of the BDT of

all of the jet variables. The performance of the networks trained on images with and without

color is shown in Figure 6.

5.1 Colored jet images

The benchmarks in the previous section were compared to the jet images with and without

color, where the three color channels correspond to separating out the charge and multiplicity

information as described in Section 3.3. Figure 6 shows the SIC curves of the neural network

performances with and without color on Pythia jet images. For the 100 GeV and 200 GeV

images, only small changes in the network performance were observed by adding in color of

this form. For the 500 GeV and 1000 GeV jet images, performance increases were consistently
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Gluon Jet Efficiency (%) at 1000 GeV 1000 GeV 200 GeV 200 GeV

50% Quark Jet Acceptance Pythia Herwig Pythia Herwig

Deep CNN with Color 3.4 18.6 4.6 16.5

Deep CNN without Color 4.0 22.2 4.8 16.4

Shallow Dense Network 6.0 23.3 5.5 18.4

Fisher’s Linear Discriminant 7.4 24.1 6.3 17.7

BDT of all jet variables 5.2 21.0 5.2 16.4

Girth × CPM 9.6 31.8 6.7 20.5

N95 7.4 26.9 6.1 19.6

Charged Particle Multiplicity (CPM) 5.7 20.4 7.4 20.4

Two Point Moment 11.3 26.8 6.9 17.4

Girth 16.9 31.8 9.8 23.4

Leading energy fraction xmax 14.1 28.1 11.1 21.1

Table 1: Gluon efficiencies at 50% quark acceptance for 200 GeV and 1000 GeV Pythia and

Herwig jets using 33× 33 images. Girth × CPM is the product of these two observables, as

motivated in [24].

observed by adding color to the jet images. From Table 1, one sees that the improvement at

high pT from using multiple channels occurs with both Pythia and Herwig samples.

Alternative definitions of color, including positive, negative, and neutral pT -channels,

were considered and the present color definition was found to facilitate the best network

performance within the considered architectures.

5.2 Merge layers

One natural question about the neural network is whether it has learned information equiv-

alent to basic jet variables such as CPM. To approach this question, jet observables were

included as additional inputs to the model through a Keras merge layer. The jet observables

were fed into a two-layer dense network with 128 units per layer. The output of the second

dense layer was then merged with the output of the third convolutional layer in the deep

CNN, with the remainder of the CNN unchanged. If one observes a significant improvement

in performance when the network is given access to the jet variable, it would indicate that

the network did not learn information equivalent to that jet variable.

Figure 7 shows the SIC curves of the neural network performance on jets without color

trained with additional inputs of zero, N95, or CPM. Modest improvement in performance is

found by adding CPM as an additional input at 500 GeV and 1000 GeV, whereas little or no

improvement is found by adding N95 as an additional input. This behavior is indication that

the network is learning geometric observables which contain information similar to N95.
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Image Size 13× 13 23× 23 33× 33 43× 43

Gluon Jet Efficiency (%) at
6.1 5.7 5.5 5.7

50% Quark Jet Acceptance

Table 2: Gluon jet efficiencies at 50% quark jet acceptance for 200 GeV Pythia jets using

a simplified CNN (see text) applied to various image sizes. The deep CNN was applied to

the 43 × 43 color images and the gluon jet efficiency at 50% quark jet acceptance was 5.0%

(slightly worse than the 4.6% for 33× 33 images in Table 1).

5.3 Image-size dependence

Additional pixel sizes for the jet images were also considered. As the deep CNN architec-

ture illustrated in Figure 2 cannot be applied to significantly smaller input sizes due to the

maxpooling layers, a simpler architecture was used: a single convolutional layer with 24 fil-

ters of size 6 × 6, a 2 × 2 maxpooling, and an L2-regularization parameter of 10−6. The

log transformation was included in the pre-processing for training this shallow network. The

simplified networks were trained in the same way as the deep convolutional neural network.

Table 2 shows the gluon jet efficiency at 50% quark jet acceptance for this network trained

on 200 GeV Pythia jets discretized into 13× 13, 23× 23, 33× 33, and 43× 43 grid sizes. The

performance is robust over different pixelization schemes, with a decrease in performance for

the smallest 13× 13 pixelization.

We also tried the full deep convolutional neural network with 43× 43 color input images,

finding εg = 5.0% at εq = 50%. This is slightly worse than the εg = 4.6% found for the same

sample produced using 33× 33 pixel inputs.

5.4 Event generator dependence

Many studies have shown that the two event generators Pythia and Herwig produce signif-

icantly different quark and gluon jets [24, 26, 27]. For example, the ATLAS collaboration

performed a study on light-quark and gluon jet discrimination, comparing the performance of

discriminants on Pythia- and Herwig-generated events to their performance on data. Quark

jets and gluon jets were found to be easier to distinguish in Pythia and harder to distinguish

in Herwig. The performance of the considered discriminants on data tended to be between

their performance on Pythia and Herwig [27].

To explore the generator-dependence of our results, 200 GeV and 1000 GeV samples were

generated with Pythia and Herwig. The two event generators were found to give similar quark

distributions and disagree primarily on the gluon distributions. The baseline jet variables and

the convolutional network all indeed have worse performance on Herwig jets than on Pythia

jets. A comparison of the discrimination power of the observables between the two generators

is included in Table 1.

It is interesting to consider the four possibilities of applying the convolutional networks

trained on Pythia jets or Herwig jets to test samples of Pythia jets or Herwig jets. Figure 8
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Figure 6: SIC curve of deep convolutional network performance on Pythia jets with color

(solid) and without color (dotted). The introduction of color becomes more helpful at higher

energies, with the largest improvement on the 1000 GeV jets.
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Figure 7: SIC curve of deep convolutional network performance on Pythia jets without color

with additional inputs of CPM (solid), N95 (dashed), and zero as a control (dotted). The

spread in the SIC curves for models trained on 100 GeV and 200 GeV jets is within the typical

variation, with no clear improvement from the additional variables. For models trained on

500 GeV and 1000 GeV jets, a modest improvement was seen from the introduction of CPM,

though not as large as the improvement from the introduction of color.
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Figure 8: ROC curves for the Pythia- and Herwig-trained CNNs applied to 200 GeV samples

generated with both of the generators. Remarkably, the network performance seems robust

to which samples are used for training.

and Figure 9 show the resulting ROC curves and distributions of convolutional network

outputs on the colored jet images. We find that the network is surprisingly insensitive to the

generator: the convolutional network trained on Pythia jets and tested on Herwig jets has

comparable performance to the convolutional network trained directly on Herwig jets and

tested on Herwig jets. This insensitivity is a positive sign for being able to train the network

on MC-generated jets and apply it to data robustly.

6 Conclusions

The ability to distinguish quark-initiated jets from gluon-initiated jets would be of tremendous

practical application at colliders like the LHC. For example, many signals of beyond the

standard model physics contain mostly quark jets, while their backgrounds are gluon-jet

dominated. Quark/gluon jet discrimination is also extremely challenging: correlations in

their radiation patterns and non-pertubative effects like hadronization are hard to disentangle.

Thus this task is ideally suited for artificial intelligence.

In this paper, we have applied machine learning techniques developed for computer vi-

sion, namely deep convolutional artifical neural networks, to the quark/gluon differentiation

problem. Overall, we find excellent performance of the deep networks. In particular, these

networks, which use essentially no input about the physics underlying the differences be-

tween these two jet types, performs as well or better than a collection of the best physically

motivated observables from other studies (see Table 1).
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Figure 9: Distribution of Pythia-trained colored-CNN outputs for 200 GeV jets. Quark

samples are blue and gluon samples are red. Pythia samples are shown in the lighter shade

and Herwig samples are shown in the darker shade.

The input layer of our neural network is taken to be the transverse momentum deposited

in a particular region of the detector. We preserve the locality of this energy deposition by

constructing a 2 dimensional jet image, with the 2 dimensions corresponding to the surface of

a cylinder, in pseudorapidity and azimuthal angle (see Figure 2). It is not completely obvious

that locality in position should be helpful in quark/gluon discrimination. On the one hand,

locality is clearly relevant, as infrared safety demands that observables include integrations

over compact phase space regions. On the other hand, quarks and gluons are not infrared-

safe objects; indeed hadronization, which depends on the color charge of the fragmenting

partons, is non-local. The relevance of locality is essentially a consequence of the collinear

singularity in the QCD splitting functions and of soft color coherence. Convolutional network

architectures are structured to take advantage of the local information in the input while

being able to learn non-local observables.

In addition to using the overall energy deposited in a local region, our network also

exploits correlations in the particle charge and particle multiplicity. To use this information,

we treat the input as a colored jet image. The red image is the transverse momenta in

charged particles, the blue image is the transverse momenta of neutral particles, and the

green image is the (local) charged particle multiplicity. Rather than colors, one can also

think of these extra inputs as making our image 3 dimensional, with the third dimension only

3 pixels deep. The additional information gives a marginal improvement at 200 GeV, but

for very high pT jets, the improvement is substantial. This is probably due to the overall

higher multiplicity at higher energies and correspondingly enhanced discrimination power
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of observables that exploit this information (this can also be seen in the improved relative

performance of charged-particle multiplicity at high pT in Table 1).

A standard criticism of neural networks is that they are only as smart as the data used to

train them is accurate: if the simulations are poor, it’s garbage-in-garbage-out. For quark and

gluon jet discrimination, this criticism must be taken seriously, as the simulations are known

to be poor. Indeed, the two standard generators, Pythia and Herwig, differ substantially in

their jet simulations with Herwig quark and gluon jets substantially more similar to each other

than Pythia quark and gluon jets. We confirm this observation, as our NNs are subtantially

worse at correctly labelling Herwig jets than Pythia jets. However, somewhat surprisingly, we

find that the network performance is the same whether trained on a Pythia or Herwig sample.

In other words, the networks may be picking up on underlying physical distinctions between

the jets which are similar in the two simulations, just to a lesser degree. Essentially, the NN,

when trained on either sample, is acting much like a physically-motivated observable. This

suggests that the NN may be more trustworthy when acting on data than the simulations

used to train them.

A second criticism of neural networks used in physics is that they are black boxes. They

could be picking up on unphysical features of the simulations. While it is impossible to

completely refute this criticism, it is certainly possible to explore what the networks are

doing. For example, the convolutional network layers comprise filters which can be examined.

An example of such filters is given in Fig. 4 which shows how the NN is picking up on

different elements of the radiation distribution. Also we can add merge layers, as described

in Section 5.2, which allow us to determine if a particular observable has been learned by the

network. In fact, any multivariate technique, such as a boosted decision tree constructed from

ten well-motivated observables, can be attacked with the black-box criticism. The truth is

that because of the subtlety of the identification tasks we need these multivariate methods to

perform, some lack of low-level understanding of what these methods are doing is unavoidable.

Not understanding them does not mean the methods do not work.

As particle colliders push to higher and higher luminosity, and as the signals we search

for become ever more complex and subtle, the reliance on machine learning will eventually be

inevitable. Indeed, machine learning has a bright future in particle physics, as developments

in processing power, computer science and in event-generator simulations, give us more and

more reason to use these methods. Moreover, artificial intelligence has the advantage of not

being limited by human creativity. For example, a comprehensive quark/gluon discrimina-

tion study in [24] classified useful observables as being either “shapes” or “counts”. However,

another study [17] found that N90, a hybrid shape/count observable, works exceedingly well.

One conclusion of our study is that deep neural networks can perform as well as any of the

considered physical observables, or any combination thereof. Although we are not recom-

mending that these networks be used on data yet (since the simulations on which they are

trained cannot yet be trusted), our study does suggest that artificial intelligence will eventu-

ally play an essential role in quark/gluon jet discrimination and probably many other tasks

in particle physics.
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